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Learning the subjunctive (il congiuntivo) is one of the most difficult concepts for 
English speakers. This guide, Il perfetto congiuntivo: Everything You Need To 
Know About the Italian Subjunctive, will hopefully assist you in this task. 

Conquering the subjunctive is difficult, even for Italians. Many Italian grammarians 
bemoan the death of the subjunctive. There may be some truth to this. While I was 
living in Rome, I watched an Italian television game show where one of the 
contestants was given a quiz: to conjugate the third person of the present subjunctive 
from the infinitives provided by the host. I could not believe it when I saw how the 
contestant could not do it! To say that the subjunctive is dead is perhaps an 
overstatement, but it is safe to say that it is under attack. As students of Italian, we 
need to learn this important mood and preserve this important grammatical tool!

Chapter 1 is an introduction to the subjunctive that explains what it is and why we 
need to preserve it. Please read this introduction because it will set the foundation for 
the remaining chapters. 

Chapter 2 explores the tenses and forms with ample charts and explanations to help 
you learn how to form the tenses of the subjunctive as well as profiling some 
important irregular verbs.

Chapter 3 introduces some important grammar topics to help you understand the 
grammar points that will be communicated in Chapter 4.

Chapter 4 explores the when: when do we use the subjunctive? This is the longest and 
‘meatiest’ part of the book which will help you to know which verbs, phrases and 
grammatical constructs require the subjunctive. 

Chapter 5 covers la concordanza dei tempi or the agreement of the tenses. This is 
an important section to study. Grammar notes follow each chart to help you 
understand the rules of agreement. 
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Why write a book for students of Italian on the subjunctive (il congiuntivo)?

More importantly, what is this infamous subjunctive that is so often mistreated by 
Italians?

Like any good Italian grammar book would teach us, the subjunctive, together with 
the indicative, conditional, and imperative, is one of four finite verb moods in Italian.

We should remember most of all that the verb mood is what characterizes the verb. In 
other words, each mood permits the speaker to choose how he or she wants to 
communicate a particular point of view, to express a particular attitude, as well as 
defining a particular communicative relationship (certainty, desire, want, possibility, 
commands, etc.) with the person who is listening.

A mood is finite (finito) when it determines both the person and the number. This is 
different from those that are indefinite (indefinito), which are the infinitive 
(l’infinito), participle (il participio), and the gerund (il gerundio).

This book, though, will focus solely on the subjunctive mood (il modo del 
congiuntivo), which is one of the most difficult of the four moods to master. It is 
difficult not only for students of Italian but for Italians, too!

WHAT IS THE  
SUBJUNCTIVE?

CHAPTER 1
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People often talk about the “Death of the Subjunctive” and that it is “under attack!” 
Many people joke that Italians are suffering from conjunctivitis (congiuntivite, a 
play on words between the word congiuntivo and the eye disease) due to the way 
that they avoid using the subjunctive in favor of the indicative and conditional moods. 
This is no more evident than in spoken Italian. However, the subjunctive is alive and 
well, and this book will help to reinforce this.

Let us look at some common spoken phrases that we might commonly encounter in 
Italian:

Credi veramente che sono cretino?

Tevemo che erano già arrivati!

It is more correct to write: 

Credi veramente che (io) sia cretino?!

Temevo che fossero già arrivati!

The substitution of the subjunctive for the indicative is not only common among 
young people but also regularly heard on television shows and even in daily 
newspapers and magazines that are widely read by Italians! These methods of 
communication -- TV, radio, newspapers and magazines -- have all contributed to the 
degradation of the use of the subjunctive in the Italian language!

But why is this happening? Why is the subjunctive being relegated to the shadows of 
the indicative?

There are many reasons for this, and not all of these reasons are easy to analyze or 
explain here. One of the main reasons is the tendency in Italian to transplant dialects 
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and its structures into spoken and written Italian. Some dialects in Italian lack some 
tenses of the subjunctive. For example, the present tense of the subjunctive does not 
exist in Sicilian. 

Another reason is the difficulty of teaching and learning the verb forms of the 
subjunctive that are not as simple nor as regular as the indicative. Also, like many 
languages, the passage of time and the general use of the language have had a 
tendency to weaken the rules of grammar (English is a language where this is also 
quite evident).

Why then should we continue to use the subjunctive?

This is best explained by giving you a simple example. The subjunctive is important 
for the many nuances that it is able to communicate. To be able to communicate 
correctly, it is important that we learn the subjunctive and use it so that we can 
communicate our thoughts and intentions as precisely as possible.

To understand the subjunctive, it is often best to compare it to the indicative mood. 
The famed Italian grammarian, Luca Serianni (he wrote the definitive guide to Italian 
grammar), defines the subjunctive as the verb mood that “expresses a certain level of 
distance from reality or from one’s objective observation of something, marking an 
action as desired, feared, wanted or presumed.”1 

In other words, if the indicative is used to express actions that we are well defined, 
real, and objective that everyone can see or perceive as such, then the subjunctive is 
the mood that conveys a certain level of subjectivity and is used to express 
what seems, what one hopes, fears, or supposes.

Let’s consider two examples:

Penso che tu non hai sbagliato.

I am convinced you are not mistaken.
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Penso che tu non abbia sbagliato.

I guess you are not mistaken.

The first phrase expresses certainty: the person talking knows that the other is not 
mistaken. In this case, the verb pensare means to be convinced. The second phrase, 
on the other hand, expresses a personal opinion: it is not known if the other has really 
behaved well. The verb pensare in the second example means to suppose or to guess. 
The difference between the two is more than just a mere nuance. The difference is 
substantial. It is this difference that lies at the heart of the subjunctive.

In spite of the frequent declarations that the subjunctive in contemporary Italian is 
deceased or dying, it is still a vital part of Italian grammar and has an important 
communicative function. We cannot stress here how important the subjunctive has 
been over the centuries. It has always been used to convey a fact as uncertain, possible 
or hoped. It is also used to convey something that one is not quite sure of!

Remember this: the use of the subjunctive will make your Italian more forceful and 
capable of communicating your intentions. Just as Prof. Maria Luisa Altieri Biagi once 
said: “If...after having studied the subjunctive, and by knowing how to use it, you 
decided to do without it, to substitute it with other moods, this will be your choice. 
What matters in language is not choosing the most elegant, most refined mood, but 
being able to choose, adapting one’s choices to communicative situations.”2

ENDNOTES:
1. SERIANNI Luca. 1988. Grammatica italiana. Torino: UTET, XI:7, 382-383.
2.ALTIERI BIAGI Maria Luisa. 1987. La grammatica dal testo. Milano: Mursia, p. 

770.
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As mentioned in the previous section, the subjunctive (il congiuntivo) is a mood (un 
modo). Italian has four modi finiti (finite moods):

• indicative (l’indicativo)
• conditional (il condizionale)
• imperative (l’imperativo)
• subjunctive (il congiuntivo)

The subjunctive mood consists of four tenses (quattro tempi): presente, 
imperfetto, passato, and trapassato. 

The presente and imperfetto are simple tenses (tempi semplici): they 
consist of only one verb form. The other two tenses, passato and trapassato, are 
compound tenses (tempi composti) and are formed with avere and essere in the 
present or imperfect subjunctive along with the past participle (participio passato). 
This chapter will explore the four tenses of the subjunctive and show you how these 
tenses are formed (see chapter 4 for an explanation on when the subjunctive should 
be used).

TENSES & FORMS OF THE 
SUBJUNCTIVE

CHAPTER 2
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Il congiuntivo presente (present subjunctive)
The present subjunctive and its conjugations are illustrated below. The endings (le 
desinenze) are for regular verbs (verbi regolari). Note the -isc- verbs in the 
present tense. The endings are indicated in bold:

CANTARE CREDERE DORMIRE PREFERIRE

io canti creda dorma preferisca

tu canti creda dorma preferisca

lui/lei canti creda dorma preferisca

noi cantiamo crediamo dormiamo preferiamo

voi cantiate crediate dormiate preferiate

loro cantino credano dormano preferiscano

Attenzione! Don’t forget that the stress on the third person plural is the same as the 
third person singular. This holds true for all tenses in Italian.

The present subjunctive is typically used to express contemporaneity with the action 
expressed in the independent clause or to express the future:

Immagino (ora) che siano al lavoro (ora).

I imagine (now) that they are (now) at work.
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Apart from learning and memorizing the endings for regular verbs, you should make 
an effort to memorize both essere and avere since they form the basis of the 
congiuntivo passato:

There are several other irregular verbs in the present subjunctive (il congiuntivo 
presente). Some of the more common ones are listed below:

andare: vada, vada, vada, andiamo, andiate, vadano
bere: beva, beva, beva, beviamo, beviate, bevano
dare: dia, dia, dia, diamo, diate, diano
dire: dica, dica, dica, diciamo, diciate, dicano
dovere: debba, debba, debba, dobbiamo, dobbiate, debbano
fare: faccia, faccia, faccia, facciamo, facciate, facciano
potere: possa, possa, possa, possiamo, possiate, possano
sapere: sappia, sappia, sappia, sappiamo, sappiate, sappano
stare: stia, stia, stia, stiamo, stiate, stiano
uscire: esca, esca, esca, usciamo, usciate, escano
venire: venga, venga, venga, veniamo, veniate, vengano
volere: voglia, voglia, voglia, vogliamo, vogliate, vogliano
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AVERE ESSERE

io abbia sia

tu abbia sia

lui/lei abbia sia

noi abbiamo siamo

voi abbiate siate

loro abbiano siano



Il congiuntivo imperfetto (imperfect subjunctive)
The imperfect subjunctive is one of two past tenses in the subjunctive. Like the 
present tense, it is also simple. The chart below illustrates its endings for regular 
verbs:

CANTARE CREDERE DORMIRE PREFERIRE

io cantassi credessi dormissi preferissi

tu cantassi credessi dormissi preferissi

lui/lei cantasse credesse dormisse preferisse

noi cantassimo credessimo dormissimo preferissimo

voi cantaste credeste dormiste preferiste

loro cantassero credessero dormissero preferissero

The forms of both avere and essere should both be memorized since they form the 
basis of the compound past tense, il congiuntivo trapassato:
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AVERE ESSERE

io avessi fossi

tu avessi fossi

lui/lei avesse fosse

noi avessimo fossimo

voi aveste foste

loro avessero fossero



The imperfect subjunctive indicates an action in the past that is contemporaneous 
with another action in the past:

Credevo (prima) che Carlo fosse un amico di cui potersi 
fidare (prima).

I thought (before) that Carlo was a friend who one could 
trust (before).
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Il congiuntivo passsato (past subjunctive)
The congiuntivo passato is a compound tense that is formed with either essere or 
avere in the present subjunctive plus the past participle. It is constructed much like 
the passato prossimo in the indicative, except that the helping verb is in the present 
subjunctive. Remember: verbs that take essere have past participles that agree in 
gender and number with the subject.

The past subjunctive indicates a past action that is near to the present:

Dubito (ora) che mia madre ci abbia visti insieme (prima).

I doubt (now) that my mother saw us together (before).

CANTARE: TO SINGCANTARE: TO SINGCANTARE: TO SING

io abbia cantato noi abbiamo cantato

tu abbia cantato voi abbiate cantato

lui/lei abbia cantato loro abbiano cantato

ANDARE: TO GOANDARE: TO GOANDARE: TO GO

io sia andato/a noi siamo andati/e

tu sia andato/a voi siate andati/e

lui/lei sia andato/a loro siano andati/e
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Il congiuntivo trapasssato (past perfect subjunctive)
The past perfect subjunctive is one of the other compound past tenses. It is similar to 
the past subjunctive except that the verbs essere or avere are conjugated in the 
imperfect subjunctive (il congiuntivo imperfetto) with a past participle. As with 
the past subjunctive, the past participle, when used with essere, agrees in gender and 
number with the subject:

The past perfect subjunctive indicates a past action that happened before another 
action in the past:

Temevo (prima, nel passato) che fossi arrivato troppo tardi 
(ancora prima).

I feared (before, in the past) that I might have arrived too 
late (still before).

CANTARE: TO SINGCANTARE: TO SINGCANTARE: TO SING

io avessi cantato noi avessimo cantato

tu avessi cantato voi aveste cantato

lui/lei avesse cantato loro avessero cantato

ANDARE: TO GOANDARE: TO GOANDARE: TO GO

io fossi andato/a noi fossimo andati/e

tu fossi andato/a voi foste andati/e

lui/lei fosse andato/a loro fossero andati/e
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Before beginning Chapter 4, it might be helpful to go over some grammar terms. Since 
some of the forms that we will explore do not necessarily have English equivalents, it 
would be helpful to go over some aspects of Italian grammar as well as some useful 
words so that will help you better understand some of the terminology used in 
Chapter 4.

What is una proposizione?
First, the word la proposizione means phrase in Italian. As we explore the 
subjunctive and learn more about it, you might encounter the term la proposizione 
reggente or simply la reggente or la proposizione sovraordinata. This is 
equivalent to the independent clause in English:

Stasera cenerò fuori con i miei amici.

Tonight I am eating out with my friends.

The other type of important clause is la proposizione subordinata. This is 
equivalent to the subordinate or dependent clause. This type of phrase depends on the 
independent clause gramatically. 

GRAMMAR PAUSE

CHAPTER 3
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Il professore ci ha detto che l'esame non sarà difficile.

The professor told us the exam will not be difficult.

As you can see in the example above, the independent clause is underlined. The 
dependent clause in bold that tells us what the professor told us.

Implicito v. esplicito:
Also, remember that there are two forms, implicito (implicit) and esplicito 
(explicit). What is the difference between the two? 

Le forme implicite are when the subject is implied using an indefinite form of the 
verb, generally the infinitive (l’infinito). In our example below, the subject of the part 
in bold and italics is Marco. 

Marco ha giurato di comportarsi bene.

Marco swore he behaved himself.

Le forme esplicite are those forms where the subject is stated and are the verb 
forms of the indicative, subjunctive, conditional or imperative.

Marco ha giurato che si comporterà bene.

Marco swore he will behave himself.
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In the previous chapter, we learned how to form the various tenses of the subjunctive 
(il congiuntivo). In this chapter, we will study the instances where the use of the 
subjunctive is required, advised, or possible. The choice of the subjunctive, as we shall 
see, is not always linked to the rigid and strict rules. The subjunctive is often used in 
conversation and writing to communicate various sfumature or nuances as well as for 
stylistic reasons.

As we explore the subjunctive, we will often compare it to the indicative 
(l’indicativo), which is often incorrectly used in place of the subjunctive. Students of 
Italian can create confusion with their improper use of the indicative where the 
subjunctive is more appropriate. We hope that this guide will help you to understand 
and correctly apply the subjunctive in your speech and writing.

The subjunctive is the mood that we typically see in dependent clauses (le 
proposizioni subordinate), but it can also be used autonomously in independent 
clauses (le proposizioni principali) -- in other words, it doesn’t need to be 
introduced by another verb.

Please Remember: it is not always easy to translate the Italian subjunctive from 
Italian to English in such a way that it captures the nuance. Be sure to read the 
introduction so that you understand why you need to use the subjunctive. Many of 
our translation are approximations. 

Also, in many of the sections that follow, you will see lists of verbs, nouns, adjectives 
and other parts of speech that take the subjunctive. Please keep in mind that our lists 
are not exhaustive.

USING THE SUBJUNCTIVE

CHAPTER 4
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The Subjunctive In Independent Clauses

The subjunctive used alone in independent clauses has many uses. In this section, we 
will look at the some of those uses. 

exhortative (esortativo):

An exhortative is when you urge someone to do something or want to influence 
someone to do something. As a rule, we use the present tense of the indicative in order 
to communicate an order, a command, an invitation or when we need to substitute for 
missing forms of the imperative (Remember that in the imperative, there are only two 
forms, the second person singular and plural).

Imagine that we are in a dangerous situation a bit like what you might see in a horror 
film where the bad guy is getting is about to arrive on the scene. If we happened to 
know a safe place to hide, we would immediately say to our friend or friends: 

Vai (Va’) lì, presto!        [second person singular, tu]

Get over there, quick!

Andate lì, presto!           [second person plural, voi]

Get over there, quick!

In the phrases above, you can see how the imperative is used. However, if we wanted 
to communicate something indirectly to one or more people (perhaps they are far 
from us in that moment), we would use the exhortative subjunctive (il congiuntivo 
esortativo) in order to make up for the missing imperative:
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Vada lì, presto!               [third person singular, lui/lei]

 Get over there, quick!

Vadano lì, presto!           [third person plural, loro]

Get over there, quick!

If we wanted to communicate something to everyone present in the first person, 
including the speaker, we would say: 

Andiamo lì, presto!        [first person plural, noi]

Let’s get over there, quick!

Only the third person singular and plural of the verb can be preceded by che to 
express indirect commands: in other words, when the command is communicated to a 
person different from the subject of the subjunctive:

Che questa stanza sia pulita ed ordinata per domani 
mattina!

This room must be cleaned and organized for tomorrow 
morning!

In the example of above, the subject of our phrase is questa stanza. The room 
obviously cannot clean itself. It gets cleaned only thanks to the intervention of the 
person we are talking to or through a third person interlocutor.
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Now let us examine the following example:

Che vadano a quel paese, maledetti!

They should go to hell, those bastards!

Here the curse is not being communicated to a person or people that we are talking to 
but to a group of people not present in that moment. 

The subjunctive, when used as an exhortation, is extremely important when it is 
necessary to communicate to someone in a formal and courteous manner, in other 
words, when we want to use the formal Lei:

Sig. Garibaldi, mi segua: Le indicherò la strada giusta.

Signor Garibaldi, please follow me: I will show you the right 
way.

The subjunctive is also used in some very common phrases but when the original 
exhortative meaning is no longer present:

Si pensi che       One should think that
Basti pensare che     It should be enough to think that
Si aggiunga che      One should add that
Mi sia permesso/consentito di   It should be permitted/allowed
Mi consenta!      Allow me!

Do not be surprised, however, if you are in central and southern Italy (from Rome on 
down) and you hear exhortative phrases that make use of the imperfect subjunctive (il 
congiuntivo imperfetto): 
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Che ficcanaso, Paolo! La finisse, una volta tanto, di 
intromettersi nelle faccende altrui e pensasse di più ai 
fattacci suoi!

What a busybody, Paolo! Once and for all, stop getting 
involved in other people’s business and think more about 
your own doings!
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permissive (permissivo):

The permissive form of the subjunctive (il congiuntivo permissivo) uses the forms 
of the present. This form is different from the exhortative subjunctive because it is 
accompanied by the adverb pure and can be used as a form of courtesy:

Entri pure, Sig. Garibaldi!

Do come in, Signor Garibaldi!

This form is the subjunctive can also be used ironically or aloofly. These constructions 
are often used when we are talking to someone about another person who is not 
present:

Se la compri pure [mio marito], quella macchina orrenda: 
io non voglio saperne nulla!

If he [my husband] should buy it, that horrible car, I don’t 
want to know anything about it!
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dubitative (dubitativo):

The subjunctive is also used in direct questions to express doubt. It is generally used 
with the verb essere usually without the che at the start of the phrase in the 
imperfect subjunctive (il congiuntivo imperfetto) and more rarely in the present 
subjunctive:

Fosse una spia?

Could he/she be a spy?

Siano vivi?

Could they be alive?

These phrases are more commonly expressed using the future indicative (il future 
indicativo): 

Sarà una spia?

Could he/she be a spy?

Saranno vivi?

Could they be alive?

Often, the dubitative subjunctive is more commonly introduced by the conjunction 
che where the idea of it’s possible that or such phrases is implied. We often see this 
form in the present subjunctive (il congiuntivo presente), when the action is 
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linked to the present, or in the past subjunctive (il congiuntivo passato), when the 
action is linked to the past:

Che sia giusto quel che ha fatto?
[Ho un dubbio: è giusto quel che ha fatto?]

Did he really do the right thing?
[I have some doubt: is it right what he did?]

Che abbia fatto bene il mio lavoro?
[Ho un dubbio: ho fatto/avrò fatto bene il mio lavoro?]

Did I really do my job well?
[I have some doubt: did I or will I have done my job well?]

Phrases that express doubt can also be constructed using:

the infinitive (l’infinito):

Che fare? Da dove cominciare?

What to do? Where to begin?
What should I do? Where should I begin?

the conditional (il condizionale):

Cosa avresti fatto al mio posto?”

What would you have done in my place?
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desiderative (desiderativo):

The subjunctive can also be used to express a desiderative (or optative) function: in 
other words, when we want to express wanting to do something or wishing, even when 
the verb does not express a want or desire!

The verb in the subjunctive is normally found at the start of the phrase when there is 
no introducer (in other words, an element different from that verb):

Fosse facile capire le donne!

I wish it were easy to understand women!

A desiderative phrase, as you can see below, is similar in meaning to the conditional of 
volere (che). However, the desiderative subjunctive has a different nuance that is not 
the same thing as the conditional (vorrei che) but is more or less equilvalent to the 
example below: 

Vorrei che fosse facile capire le donne!

I wish it were easy to understand women!

If the verb is compound or if it is a modal, the subject can follow the past participle or 
auxiliary (or the modal):

Avesse preso Sara la pillola prima di partire!
Avesse Sara preso la pillola prima di partire!

(I wish) Sara could have taken her pill before leaving!
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Potessero vedere i miei nonni dove sono arrivato!
Potessero i miei nonni vedere dove sono arrivato!

(I wish) my grandparents could see where I arrived.

If the desire or want is linked to the present or to the future, the imperfect subjunctive 
is used (these are desires that can then be more or less realized):

Scegliesse Carlo me per accompagnarlo all’esame!

I wish Carlo would choose me to accompany him to the 
exam!

The example above means that we could still be chosen by Carlo to accompany him to 
the exam.

The past perfect subjunctive is used when the desire is linked to the past and was not 
realized:

Avessi comprato il mio notebook adesso con gli sconti!

I should have bought my laptop now that it is on sale!

The example affirms that the notebook has already been purchased, but that the price 
it was bought at is not as good as its current price.

Note that it is rare to find phrases in the desiderative subjunctive using the present 
subjunctive except with the verb potere:
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Possano i tuoi figli crescere sani e forti.

I wish your children could grow up healthy and strong.

The desiderative subjunctive can also be preceded by introductory elements such as 
magari, se (often followed by the adverb solo), almeno and then followed by the 
imperfect or past perfect subjunctive (il congiuntivo imperfetto o il congiuntivo 
trapassato):

Magari fosse già estate!

I wish it was summer already!

Magari mi avessero avvisato in tempo!

I wish they had warned me in time!

Se (solo) mi permettessero di giustificarmi!

Had they only let me to apologize!
If only they had let me apologize!

Se (solo) Clara mi avesse dato retta!

If (only) Clara would have paid attention to me!
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Almeno avesse la decenza di tacere!

At least he had the decency to keep quiet!

Almeno avesse deciso di starsene a casa!

At least he had decided to stay put at home!

Almeno has a meaning and nuance different from magari. It is equivalent to 
expressions like if nothing else or at least and implies that the desire or want 
expressed would not completely resolve the situation and that there might be better 
solutions. It can also be placed after the verb (simple or compound) or placed between 
the auxiliary and the past participle (participio passato) with compound verbs. The 
examples we looked at previously could be written in this way: 

Avesse almeno la decenza di tacere!

At least he had the decency to keep quiet!

Avesse deciso almeno di starsene a casa!

At least he decided to stay home!

Avesse almeno deciso di starsene a casa!

If nothing else he decided to stay home!
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The desiderative subjunctive is also used with the expression una buona volta (once 
and for all), which can come before or after the verb:

Tacesse, una buona volta!

Keep quiet, once and for all!

Una buona volta tacesse!

Once and for all, keep quiet!

The desiderative subjunctive can also be used with the expression voglia/volesse il 
cielo che (if only or I wish); the tense used in the dependent clauses follows the rules 
of agreement between the tenses and are interchangeable:

Voglia il cielo che mio figlio studi seriamente!

If only/I wish my son would study seriously!

Volesse il cielo che mio figlio studi seriamente!

If only/I wish my son would study seriously!

Volesse il cielo che mio figlio studiasse seriamente!

If only/I wish my son would study seriously!
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exclamative (esclamativo):

The imperfect subjunctive or past perfect subjunctive can be used alone or preceded 
by se in exclamative phrases with the verbs such as sapere, vedere and sentire as 
well as to express a feeling of surprise: 

(Se) i miei genitori vedessero quanto sono felice di vederti!

(If only) my parents could see how happy I am to see you!

or admiration:

(Se) sapessi quanto mi piace quel ragazzo... 

(If only) you knew how much I like that guy...

as well as disappointment or scorn:

(Se) avessi sentito quante bestemmie disse!

If you had heard how many swears he said!

Note the presence of the indicative in addition to the subjunctive in the previous 
examples (the underlined portions): in these types of phrases, the dependent clauses 
governed by the subjunctive usually require the indicative (and never the 
subjunctive) . 

Other verbs can also be used in addition to the verbs in the three previous examples:   
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(Se) mi avesse mai chiamato per sapere come sto, quel gran 
farabutto!

(If  only) he had ever called me to know how I am doing, that 
giant rascal!

There is also another form of exclamative. This form is confined mostly to written 
Italian. It is introduced by che and uses either the present subjunctive (il 
congiuntivo presente) for an exclamation that based in the present or the past 
subjunctive (il congiuntivo passato) for those exclamation that refer back to the 
past: :

Che tuo figlio non mangi mai frutta!

It’s incredible that your son never eats fruit!

 

Che quel politico corrotto abbia preso così tanti voti!

It’s unprecedented that the corrupt politician got so many 
votes!

Phrases like these exclamations in the subjunctive are written as if they were 
introduced with expressions such as  è incredibile che (it’s incredible that), è 
inaudito che (it’s unprecedented that), è il colmo (it’s ironic that), and so on:

[È incredibile] che tuo figlio non mangi mai frutta!

It’s incredible that your son never eats fruit!
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[È inaudito] che quel politico corrotto abbia preso così tanti 
voti!"

It’s unprecedented that the corrupt politician got so many 
votes!
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The Subjunctive In Dependent (or Subordinate) Clauses

As we already mentioned earlier, the subjunctive is used much more frequently in 
dependent clauses that depend on another phrase (also called subordinate 
clauses). This dependency triggers the use of the subjunctive. As we explore this 
chapter, we will see two instances: those where the subjunctive is required and those 
where it is not. In the cases where the subjunctive is not required, its use depends on 
what we are trying to say. The use of one mode or another can change the meaning 
and add nuance or sfumature to the meaning.

Obligatory Use of the Subjunctive

In this chapter, we will describe all of those cases where the subjunctive is definitely 
required:

1. The subjunctive is required in dependent clauses that are introduced by 
conjunctions or conjunctive phrases that express a condition:

a condizione che  on condition that
a patto che    provided that
purché     as long as, provided (that)
sempre che    providing that

Ti farò guardare la tv, a patto che tu finisca prima i compiti.

I will let you watch TV as long as you finish your homework 
first.
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Il generale avrebbe liberato il prigioniero, purché i suoi 
complici restituissero la refurtiva.

The general would have freed the prisoner provided that his 
accomplices gave back the stolen goods.

2. The subjunctive is required in dependent clauses that are introduced by 
conjunctions that express a possibility:

nell’eventualità che  in the event of
casomai    in case, if
ammesso che   providing; even supposing
laddove    if, in case
ove      if, in case
qualora    if, in case

Qualora piovesse, mangeremo dentro casa e non in 
giardino.

If it rains, we will eat inside and not in the garden.

Ammesso che mi aumenti lo stipendio, io non ho più 
intenzione di lavorare per lui.

Even supposing he gives me a raise, I have no more intention 
of working for him.

3. The subjunctive is required in dependent clauses that are introduced by 
conjunctions that express an aim or a goal:
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affinché    so that, in order that
acciocché    so that, in order that
a che     so that, in order that

Sono disposto anche a lavorare giorno e notte, affinché mia 
figlia possa vivere una vita dignitosa.

I am also ready to work day and night so that my daughter 
can live a decent life.

The conjunction perché also takes the subjunctive when it means so that:

Paolo arrivò in casa in anticipo, perché avesse il tempo di 
preparare la festa a sorpresa per la sua ragazza.

Paolo got home early so that he would have time to prepare 
the surprise party for his girlfriend.

Remember that the conjunction perché when it means because is followed by the 
indicative:

Arriverò in ritardo, perché il capo ha deciso di tenermi una 
mezz'ora in più in ufficio. 

I will be late because my boss decided to keep me at work 
thirty minutes longer 

4. The subjunctive is also used with the following conjunctions below to express a 
contrast to what is expressed in another phrase: 
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benché     although, even though
malgrado    although, though
nonostante (che)  although, though
per quanto    although; as one might
quantunque   although, though
sebbene    even though, although
seppure    even if, though

Per quanto fosse capace, Carlo non è riuscito a superare il 
test di ammissione.

Although he was capable, Carlo couldn’t pass the admission’s 
test.

Paolo andrà a parlare con la sua ex, benché (io) gli abbia più 
volte detto di lasciar perdere.

Paola will go talk to his ex, even though I told him many 
times to leave it alone.

5. The subjunctive is also used with the following conjunctions below to express a way 
or manner:

come se    as if
quasi (che)    as if

Oggi mi sento come se non avessi più la forza di vivere.

Today, I feel as if I hadn’t the will to live anymore.
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Il ladro tornò sui suoi passi, quasi (che) si fosse pentito del 
suo gesto.

The thief turned on his heels as if he had felt guilty for what 
he did.

These two conjunctions can only be used with the congiuntivo imperfetto or 
trapassato and are used to introduce hypothetical comparatives. 

6. These conjunctions below express an exception: 

a meno che (non)   unless
eccetto che     unless
fuorché     except
salvo che     unless; except
tranne che     apart from; except

Ieri sera potevo immaginare tutto, fuorché tu ti fossi sentito 
davvero male.

Yesterday evening I would never have thought you had 
really felt so awful.

Ti aiuterò in matematica, a meno che tu (non) mi dica di non 
averne più bisogno.

I will help you in  math until you tell me you do need it 
anymore.
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In the last example, the non (il non pleonastico) can be omitted: its presence does 
not influence the meaning the phrase. These dependent clauses are called exceptive 
phrases.

7. Senza che means without and indicates an absence or shortage; it requires the 
subjunctive: 

Maria lasciò casa senza che si fosse preoccupata di 
avvisare i suoi genitori.

Maria went out without bothering to tell her parents.

Tranquilla, Sara: il medico ti controllerà senza che tu ti 
faccia male.

Relax, Sara: the doctor will examine you without hurting 
you.

8. Prima che means before and requires the subjunctive: 

Ti prego, Clara: fa’ pace con tua sorella, prima che sia troppo 
tardi!

I beg you, Clara: make peace with your sister before it is too 
late.
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Decidemmo di lasciare la foresta, prima che facesse troppo 
buio.

We decided to leave the forest before I got too dark.

9. The subjunctive is also required after the conjunction che when the phrase that 
follows is a subordinate completive (a completive), and the verb in the 
independent clause (coming before the che) calls for it. 

This type of subordinate clause requires some background on Italian grammar before 
we explore this argument further. This exploration of Italian grammar will also help 
you to express yourself correctly. 

What exactly is a subordinata completiva? It is called a completive because it 
completes the meaning of the independent clause or another dependent clause. Let’s 
look at these two phrases:

Dimmi che tu sei innocente!

Tell me you are innocent!

Mi sembra ovvio che Sara ci abbia mentito.

It seems obvious to me Sara lied to us.

Let’s analyze the two phrases, identifying the independent and dependent clauses: 

Dimmi  +  che tu sei innocente!
Mi sembra ovvio  +  che Sara ci abbia mentito.
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We can see that the two independent clauses (in bold) can stand on their own, but if 
we want to include more information, we need to use the subordinata completiva 
or a completive to give further detail about the action taking place:

Dimmi!  Che cosa?
Tell me!   What?

Mi sembra ovvio.   Che cosa?
It seems obvious to me. What?

Even though the two dependent clauses in our examples above (in italics) respond to 
the same question (che cosa?), they have different functions. The first dependent 
clause has a grammatical function of a direct object while the second (Mi sembra 
ovvio) acts as the subject. Let’s map out our phrases below:

[Tu]    +    [dimmi  =  di’  +  a me]   +   [che tu sei innocente!]

[soggetto]+ [verb + complemento di termine] +[oggetto]

We could then rewrite our phrase:

Tu di’ a me il fatto che sei innocente!
You, tell me the fact that you are innocent!

Now take the other phrase:

[Mi (a me)]   +   [sembra ovvio]   +   [che Sara ci abbia mentito.]
[complemento di termine] + [verbo]+ [soggetto]

Or we can re-write our phrase: 

Il fatto che Sara ci abbia mentito sembra ovvio a me.

We must make note of another kind of phrase known as proposizioni dichiarative 
or declarative phrases, which specifies or illustrates an element expressed in the 
independent clause. Such elements can be a pronoun, a demonstrative adjective, an 
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indefinite adjective, an adverb or a noun (note the presence of questo, a demonstrative 
adjective):

Quando finirai l’esame ti diranno questo: che avresti 
dovuto impegnarti di più.

When you finish the exam, they will tell you this: that you 
should have  applied yourself more.

Recognizing a declarative is easy because it is often distinct from the independent 
clause due to the presence of the colon (:), as in the example above (note also how it is 
introduced by questo). The use of a common (,) to set off a declarative is more 
common when it is introduced by (e) cioè che: 

Carlo era l’unico a non capire ciò che era ormai diventato 
evidente a tutti, (e) cioè che lo amavo follemente.

Carlo was the only one who didn’t understand what had now 
become obvious to everyone, that I had loved him madly.

The appearance and behavior of declaratives are similar to completives, which we will 
go into more detail later. Turning back to completives, we will focus on their explicit 
forms, when they make use of finite verb forms that are introduced by the conjunction 
che. 

When completives function as complementi oggetto (direct objects) or as the 
subject, the conjunction che can be omitted (just like in English): 

Paul said [that] he would have come.
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Usually, the mood for these direct objects lacking a conjunction is the subjunctive. 
This happens when the subject of the completive is a pronoun or the subject is 
implied:

Spero [che] tu abbia imparato la lezione.

I hope you learned your lesson.

"Quando andavi all'università, tua madre sapeva che fumavi?"

“When you were going to university, did your mom know 
you smoked?

"No. Credo [che lei] non lo immaginasse nemmeno."

“No. I don’t believe she would have ever imagined it.”

In the indicative, the omission of the conjunction only happens with the future (il 
futuro): 

 

Marta teme [che] arriveranno troppo tardi.

Marta fears they will too late.

From the examples, it is clear that the subordinata completiva will be oggettiva 
when it functions as a direct object while it will be soggettiva when it function as a 
subject.

Le proposizioni or subordinate completive we will examine in the pages that 
follow are explicit. In other words, the verbs in our phrases will be finite and will 
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normally introduced by the conjunction che. The choice of mood - either indicative or 
subjunctive (sometimes the conditional is used, but this is more rare) - depends on the 
verb that comes before the conjunction che. 

The general rule is as follows:

1. We use the indicative after the verb, noun or adjective that expresses 
certainty and objectivity. The indicative is the mode of reality. 

2. We use the subjunctive after verbs, nouns or adjectives that expression 
opinions, desires, and one’s will. The subjunctive is the mode of subjectivity - in 
other words, each individual’s way of seeing and feeling things.

Remember that these rules are not rigid. It is not always possible to provide 
unequivocal answers (in many cases, different researchers and writers have differing 
opinions and ideas on when to use and not use the subjunctive). 

This section of the book should be familiar to most students of Italian as many of the 
verbs and expressions profiled here are commonly found in grammar and language 
guides.

In general, the subjunctive is required:

1. after verbs or nouns that express an opinion or a personal belief:

credere        to imagine
dubitare       to doubt
giudicare       to judge
immaginare (immaginarsi)   to imagine
mettere        to assume, to suppose
negare        to deny
presumere       to presume
prevedere       to predict
ritenere       to consider, to think
sospettare       to suspect
supporre       to suppose
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Credo che tu mi debba delle spiegazioni, Mattia.

I believe you might owe me an explanation, Mattia.

Mettiamo che il libro che hai ordinato non arrivi in tempo: 
come ti preparerai per l’esame?

Let’s suppose the book you ordered might not arrive in time: 
how will you prefer for the exam?

La madre di Nicola dubitava che suo figlio fosse andato a 
scuola lo scorso sabato.

Nicola’s mom doubted her son would have gone to school last 
Saturday.

2. with the verb dire. Normally, dire requires the indicative. However, if we want to 
express something generic or undetermined, the subjunctive should be used:

si dice che    One says that
dicono che    They say that
c'è chi dice che   There are those who say that
si direbbe che   One would say that
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Dicono che questa città sia stata interamente ricostruita, 
dopo il terremoto che la colpì all’inizio del secolo scorso.

They say this city was entirely rebuilt after the earthquake 
that struck it at the start of the last century.

The subjunctive is also used with dire in negative expressions, such as: 

non dico che   I am not saying that
non voglio dire che  I don’t mean that
non intendo dire che I don’t mean that

In the following example below, the subordinata completiva (che gli aveste 
mancato di rispetto) is followed by an adversative phrase introduced by an 
adversative conjunction, such as ma, però, or tuttavia.

Con quelle parole, Mauro non intendeva dire che gli aveste 
mancato di rispetto, tuttavia gli avrebbe certamente fatto 
piacere essere coinvolto nel vostro progetto.

With those words, Mauro didn’t mean to say that you lacked 
respect for him, yet it would have certainly given him 
pleasure to be included in your project.

Don’t forget that certain nouns can also trigger the subjunctive, such as: 

convinzione   conviction
credenza    belief
dubbio     doubt
idea     idea
impressione   impression
ipotesi     hypothesis
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opinione    opinion
sospetto    suspect

I miei hanno il sospetto che io fumi: e se mi scoprissero?

My parents suspect I smoke: and if they should catch me?

Avevo il dubbio che Laura ce l’avesse con me, ma per 
fortuna non era così.

I doubted Laura would be upset with me, but luckily she 
wasn’t.

L’ipotesi più accreditata è che l’assassino abbia agito di 
notte, indisturbato.

The theory given the most credence is that the killer acted 
undisturbed at night.

3. after verbs that express appearance, like seem, appear, etc.: 

sembrare    to seem
parere     to seem
apparire    to seem, to appear
risultare    to seem, to appear

These verbs are usually used in the third person (singular or plural) and can be 
accompanied by a predicate adjective:
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Mi pare ovvio che tu non sia in grado di reggere tutto questo 
stress.

It seems obvious to me that you are not able to handle all this 
stress.

Risulta alquanto improbabile che tu riesca a scrivere la tesi 
in una sola settimana.

It seems quite unlikely that you could write your thesis in 
only a week.

Mi sembrava che Claudio stesse davvero male, ma per 
fortuna era solo un falso allarme.

It seems to me that Claudio was really sick, but luckily it was 
only a false alarm.

4. after verbs or nouns that express wants or an act of will, such as an order, a prayer, 
request, acceptance, or permission: 

accettare        to accept
chiedere        to ask (for)
disporre (che)       to decide (that)
esigere         to demand, to insist
impedire        to prevent, to stop
lasciare        to leave
ordinare         to order
ottenere        to get, to obtain
permettere        to allow, to permit
pregare        to pray, to request
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pretendere        to demand
raccomandare (raccomandarsi)   to recommend
suggerire        to suggest
volere         to want

Esigo che tu mi chieda scusa. E subito!

I demand you apologize to me. And right way!

Mio padre chiedeva soltanto che i suoi figli crescessero 
onesti.

My father asked only that his children grow up honest.

Sig. Garibaldi, permette che io porti sua figlia fuori a cena?

Signor Garibaldi, will you allow me to take your daughter to 
dinner?

Il mio ragazzo vuole che io dedichi molto più tempo ai miei 
interessi ed ai miei amici.

My boyfriend wants me to dedicate much more time to my 
interests and my friends.

The verb fare also takes the subjunctive, but only when the independent clauses is in 
the imperative, thus requiring a subordinata completiva after the che:
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Fa’/fate che i nostri ospiti vengano trattati bene.

Make sure our guests are well treated.

These nouns also require the subjunctive:

consiglio     advice
norma      norm, rule
ordine      order
regola      rule
voglia      want, desire

Dal momento che hai sempre affanno, l’unico consiglio che 
posso darti è che tu smetta di fumare.

Since you are always out of breath, the only advice I can give 
you is to stop smoking.

È buona norma che ci si lavi le mani prima di sedersi a 
tavola.

It is a good rule that one should ways one’s hands before 
sitting down at the table.

Ho voglia che tu esca dalla mia stanza immediatamente: 
sparisci!

I want you to get out of my room immediately: go away!
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5. after verbs, nouns or adjective that express a personal feeling such as desire, fear, 
illusion, fiction, pleasure, displeasure or joy:

amare       to love
aspettare, aspettarsi   to wait (for), to expect
attendere, attendersi   to wait (for), to expect
augurare, augurarsi    to wish, to hope
desiderare      to want, to desire
dispiacere (dispiacersi)   to be sorry; to dislike
far piacere      to please
fingere       to fake, to pretend
illudersi      to deceive, to fool
preferire      to prefer
rallegrarsi      to congratulate; to brighten up
sperare       to hope
temere       to fear
volere       to want

Mi aspetto che il comune intervenga per arginare il 
fenomeno dei parcheggiatori abusivi.

I expect the comune to intervene to stem the unlicensed 
parking attendant phenomenon.

 

Caro Keith, spero con tutto il cuore che tu possa sempre 
realizzare i tuoi sogni ed essere felice!

Dear Keith, I hope with all my heart you can always fulfill 
your dreams and be happy!
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Temevamo che fosse troppo tardi per fare una capatina a 
casa vostra e salutarvi.

We feared it was too late to pop in at your home and say 
hello.

The expression non vedere l’ora che also requires the subjunctive:

Il mio piccino non vede l’ora che arrivi il Natale!

My baby can’t wait for Christmas to arrive!

These nouns also require the subjunctive:

attesa     wait
desiderio    desire; want
finta     fake
paura     fear
pericolo    danger
speranza    hope
timore     fear
voglia     want

Siamo in attesa che tutto torni alla normalità dopo la 
violenta tempesta dell’altro giorno.

We are waiting for everything to return to normal after the 
other day’s violent storm.
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Ho paura che i nostri soldi non bastino a coprire le spese 
degli ultimi giorni di viaggio.

I’m afraid our money might not be enough to cover the 
expenses for the last days of our trip.

La mia speranza è che Pietro guarisca presto; nel frattempo, 
ahimè, farò finta che tutto vada per il verso giusto.

It is my hope that Pietro gets well soon; in the meantime, 
alas, I will pretend that everything may go the right way.

These adjectives require the subjunctive:

ansioso       nervous; anxious
attento       attentive; alert; careful
contento      happy
felice       happy
lieto       happy
impaziente      impatient
timoroso      fearful

Marco è sempre attento che ogni prodotto esca dalla fabbrica 
senza il minimo difetto.

Marco is always careful that each product that leaves the 
factory is without the slightest defect.
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Siamo felici che abbiate scelto finalmente di sposarvi!

We are happy that you have finally chosen to get married.

Il bambino era impaziente che iniziasse la sua festa di 
compleanno.

The child was impatient for his birthday party to get started.

6. after some verbs used in the third person that express a need: 

bastare       to be enough
bisognare      to need
convenire      to need
importare      to matter; be important
occorrere      to need
servire       to need
valere la pena     to be worth it

Bisogna che tu dica tutta la verità ai tuoi genitori, prima che 
ti puniscano seriamente.

You need to tell your parents the whole truth before they 
punish you severely.
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Al centro d’accoglienza serve che tu distribuisca gli alimenti 
ed altri generi di prima necessità.

At the welcome center we need you to hand out food and 
other basic essentials.

Secondo me valeva davvero la pena che tu tentassi quel 
concorso, ma ormai è troppo tardi.

In my opinion, it was really worth it for you to attempt that 
competitive exam, but now it is too late.

7. after some impersonal expressions formed with the third person of the verb essere 
combined with an adjective or adverb that functions as a predicate:

è assurdo che      it’s absurd that
è bene/male che     it’s good/bad that
è desiderabile che     it’s desirable that
è discutibile che     it’s open to argument/debate that
è doveroso che      it must be that
è essenziale che      it’s essential that
è facile/difficile che     it’s easy/difficult that
è giusto che       it’s right that
è importante che     it’s important that
è impossibile/possibile che   it’s impossible/possible that
è incredibile che     it’s incredible that
è indispensabile che    it’s indispensable that
è indubbio che      it’s decided that
è inutile che      there’s no point (in); it’s no use (in)
è logico/illogico che     it’s logical/illogical
è meglio che      it’s better that
è naturale/innaturale che   it’s natural/unnatural that
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è necessario che     it’s necessary that
è normale che      it’s normal that
è opportuno che     it’s advisable that
è ovvio che       it’s obvious that
è plausibile che      it’s plausible that
è preferibile che     it’s preferable that
è probabile/improbabile che  it’s probable/improbable that
è strano che      it’s strange that

È assurdo che alle poste, per fare un’operazione di appena 5 
minuti, abbia dovuto aspettare più di tre ore!

It is absurd that at the post office, in order to do something 
that takes just five minutes, you have to wait more than 
three hours!

È importante che il cane impari a non mettere le zampe a 
tavola mentre mangiamo.

It is important the dog learns not to put his paws on the table 
while we are eating.

Si è fatto davvero tardi, Claudio: è meglio che me ne vada!

It got really late, Claudio: it is better that I head out!

All of the subordinate clauses mentioned are soggettive, meaning that they act as 
subjects to the independent clauses they are dependent upon.

Also, the expression non è che (it doesn’t seem that, one can’t say that):
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requires the subjunctive:

Non è che mi vada molto di andare al cinema

One can’t say I feel like going to the cinema a lot.

8. after some impersonal expressions that combine the verb essere in the third 
person with certain nouns: 

è un/il caso che     it’s necessary that
è una fortuna che    it’s a mercy that
è un guaio che     it’s too bad that
il guaio è che     the trouble is that
è un peccato che    it’s a pity that
è uno scandalo che    it’s scandalous that
è tempo che     it’s time that
è una vergogna che    it’s a shame that
è [venuta/giunta l'] ora che  it’s high time that

È un caso che tu abbia deciso di andare in vacanza proprio 
dove abita il tuo ex?!

It’s no accident that you decided to go on vacation right 
where your ex lives?

È davvero un peccato che non ci siano più posti disponibili 
per il concerto di Capodanno.

It’s really a pity there are no more available seats for the 
New Year’s concert.
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È ora che tu impari a vivere da solo, senza l’aiuto dei tuoi 
genitori.

It is time for you to learn to live alone without the help of 
your parents.

9. when the phrase introduced by the conjunction che comes before the independent 
clause, the subjunctive is used regardless of the verb, noun or adjective in the 
independent clause:

Che il mio professore di Chimica sia un emerito imbecille, è 
più che risaputo!

It is quite well-known that my chemistry professor is a first 
class idiot!

Let us consider the following phrase:

So già che Alfredo non vuole più vedermi.

I already know Alfredo does not want to see me anymore.

The verb sapere, as we will see in the next section, normally requires the indicative. 
But if we invert the order of the phrases by placing the dependent clause that 
completes our meaning first, we have to use the subjunctive:
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Che Alfredo non voglia più vedermi, lo so già.

I already know Alfredo does not want to see me anymore.

literally:
That Alfredo does not want to see me, I already know.

The inversion has an important aim: to underline and emphasize the dependent 
clause (che Alfredo non voglia più vedermi).

10. in certain fixed phrases, such as:

che [piacere + compl. di termine] o no   whether one likes it or not
che [soggetto + volere] o no     whether one wants to or not
costi quel che costi       whatever the cost; 
           come hell or high water
sia come sia         be that as it may
vada come vada        whatever

Vada come vada, domani mi sarò comunque laureato!

Whatever, tomorrow I will have graduated anyway!

Che ti piaccia o no, io non andrò a quella riunione.

Whether you like it or not, I will not go to that meeting.

Che io voglia o no, devo darmi questo maledetto esame.

Whether I want to or not, I have to take this damn exam.
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11. The conjunction come can also be used in place of che to introduce completives 
(subordinate completive):

È curioso che, a dare lezioni di vita, siano sempre quelli che 
della vita non hanno capito proprio un tubo.

It is curious that, while giving lessons in life, there are 
always those who in life did not understand a thing.

È curioso come, a dare lezioni di vita, siano sempre quelli che 
della vita non hanno capito proprio un tubo.

It is curious that, while giving lessons in life, there are 
always those who in life did not understand a thing.

Let’s consider another example: 

È noto che chi fuma danneggia non solo se stesso, ma anche 
gli altri.

It is common knowledge that whoever smokes harms not 
only himself/herself but also others.

The expression è noto che (it is common knowledge that) takes the indicative. But if 
we wanted to use the conjunction come, we must use the subjunctive: 
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È noto come chi fuma danneggi non solo se stesso, ma anche 
gli altri.

It is common knowledge that whoever smokes harms not 
only himself/herself but also others.
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When The Subjunctive Is Not Obligatory

In this section, we will look at instances where the subjunctive is not necessarily 
required. Whether the subjunctive is used, in large part, depends upon what we want 
to say. Let us now look at the rules.

1. Dependent clauses that are introduced by indefinite collective adjectives and 
pronouns can take the subjunctive,  such as: 

chiunque   anyone, anybody
qualunque   any, whatever
qualsiasi   any, whatever
checché   whatever

Adverbs and adverbial expressions that indicate a quality or indicate a place can often 
require the subjunctive, too: 

comunque   however
come che   in any way; however
ovunque   anywhere; wherever
dovunque   anywhere; wherever
da ogni parte  from all sides

Normally, though, they are used with the indicative: 

Stefano offende chiunque [qualsiasi persona che] non la 
pensa come lui.

Stefano offends whoever does not think as he does.
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Mi accade sempre qualcosa, ovunque [nei luoghi in cui] vado.

Something always happens to me wherever I go.

The use of the subjunctive is not obligatory, but it is important to realize that its use 
confers a concessive value on the phrase. In other words, it expresses some kind of 
impediment or contrast with respect to what is described in the independent clause. 
This concessive value can also be communicated using the future indicative 
(indicativo futuro):

Ti sarò vicino col cuore e con la mente, ovunque tu vada/
andrai.

I will be close to your heart and mind wherever you may go.

Note that the choice of the indicative or the subjunctive implies a certain nuance and 
gives a different meaning that can be subtle. Let’s imagine that there have been some 
quarrels between you and your partner. You feel that it is your fault, and you might 
say to one of your confidants:

Davide contraddice qualsiasi cosa gli dico = [tutto quel che 
gli dico, e che può averlo offeso]

David contradicts everything I tell him. = [everything that I 
tell him and that could have offended him]

If instead you are convinced that you did nothing wrong, then you might phrase the 
previous phrase in this way:
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Davide contraddice qualsiasi cosa gli dica = [tutto quel che 
gli dico, e che non spiega assolutamente questa reazione].

David contradicts everything I tell him. = [everything that I 
tell him cannot completely explain David’s reaction] 

Again, it is therefore very important to choose the mood based on what we want to 
communicate. 

There are some phrases that require the subjunctive only in cases where we want to 
communicate a particular meaning. Let’s now list some of the most important cases, 
providing some examples that demonstrate how the subjunctive functions. 

The subjunctive is also used: 

2. to form indirect questions in order to underline the argumentative force of the 
question:

Marcello mi ha chiesto se tu fossi ancora fidanzata.

= Marcello mi ha chiesto:  “Laura è ancora fidanzata?”

Marcello asked me if you were still engaged.

= Marcello asked me: “Laura is still engaged?”

3. to express a cause; usually, the conjunction perché has a causal value, meaning 
because. When it has this causal value it is used with the indicative. The subjunctive 
can be used to convey the same meaning of because when it indicates a negative cause, 
followed immediately by the real cause of the action in the independent clause:
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Ho deciso di troncare la nostra relazione, non perché tu non 
mi piaccia [negative cause], ma perché siamo due persone 
irrimediabilmente incompatibili [real cause].

I decided to end our relationship, not because I don’t like 
you, but because we are irreparably incompatible. 

4. to express a consequence. As a rule, when the dependent clause expresses the 
consequence of an action expressed by the independent clause (introduced in their 
explicit forms by che, sicché, cosicché, così che, tanto che, di/in modo che, al 
punto che), it generally almost always takes the indicative:

Questo vestito è così ridicolo che non voglio assolutamente 
indossarlo!

This dress is so ridiculous that I absolutely do not want to 
wear it!

In some cases, the subjunctive can be used when the consequence also expresses 
an aim:

Gli ripeterò più volte di portarmi il libro in modo che non lo 
dimentichi quando verrà a trovarmi.

I will tell him many times to bring me the book so that he will 
not forget it when he visits me.

5. to express a condition within a hypothetical; the subjunctive is used in hypotheticals 
(in the protasi or the premise that begins with se or if) where the hypothesis 
presented is something that could be a possibility:
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Se mi dessi retta ogni tanto, non finiresti nei guai!

If you listened to me every once and a while, you wouldn’t 
end up in trouble!

The subjunctive is also used for impossibilities, where the hypothesis is presented as 
something that is unreal:

Ti avrei aiutato volentieri se non avessi avuto così tanto 
lavoro da fare.

I would have gladly helped you if I hadn’t had so much work 
to do. 

The subjunctive is not the only mood that can be used in hypothetical constructions. 
The indicative can also be used. In this case, it transforms the hypothesis from one 
that is a possibility to one that is a reality:

Se racconterai in giro quel che mi è successo, ti concerò per 
le feste!

If you broadcast what happened to me, I will give you a 
thrashing!

Attenzione: In English, there are “no future in time” clauses! Notice how both 
clauses in Italian are in the future tense. In English, this is not grammatically possible. 
In the English translation, the hypothetical is in the present tense while the 
consequence is in the future!
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6. to construct comparatives; in comparatives of inequality that are constructed 
explicitly:

più/meno… di quanto
più/meno… di quel che
più/meno… che
più/meno… di come
più/meno di quando

The subjunctive is used instead of the indicative in order to express an eventuality or 
potential: 

Questa casa è più accogliente di quanto (non) immaginassi.

This house is cosier than I could have imagined.

As the previous example demonstrates, the use of the pleonastic non does not change 
the meaning of the dependent clause when it is introduced by più/meno...di 
quanto and più/meno...di quel che.

7. to express a limit. Proposizione limitative are phrases that indicate limits to 
what is expressed in the independent clause. Usually, the indicative is used, but the 
subjunctive can be introduced with the following conjunctions/phrases in order“to 
weaken” those limits: 

che 
a/per quanto
per quel che
per quel + (aggettivo quantificativo / qualifying adjective) + che
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Che io sappia, domani gli uffici sono tutto il giorno chiusi.

As far as I know, tomorrow the offices are closed all day.

Per quel poco che io sappia, il convegno non sarà molto 
interessante.

From the little I know, the conference will be very 
interesting.

8. to construct relative clauses. Relative clauses are dependent clauses introduced by 
relative pronouns, such as che, cui, il quale, di cui, in cui, etc. Normally, relative 
clauses are in the indicative:

Ho appena finito di leggere il libro che mi hai regalato.

I just finished reading the book you gave me as a gift.

However, the subjunctive in relative clauses is important when you need to express 
the idea of an eventuality or potential of some action, giving the phrase a specific 
nuance, such as sense of finality or a restrictive or consecutive conditional meaning. 

For example:

a) Relative clauses with a restrictive conditional meaning are phrases that express 
requests that have specific requirements: 
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Cerco una segretaria che sappia scrivere al computer 
velocemente.

I am looking for a secretary who knows how to type fast on 
the computer.

Vorrei una poltrona che faccia i massaggi alla schiena: 
chiedo troppo?

I would like an armchair that gives back massages: am I 
asking for too much?

b) Relative clauses that have a consecutive meaning are phrases introduced by 
qualcuno che, nessuno che, and so on: 

C’è qualcuno, qui dentro, che abbia le palle di dire la verità?!

Is there someone in here who has the balls to tell the truth?!

Non c’è nessuno al mondo che sappia cucinare le lasagne 
meglio di te!

There is no one in the world who knows how to cook lasagna 
better than you!

c) Relative clauses with a final meaning are those phrases where the relative clause 
could be substituted by perché with its final meaning (valore finale, meaning so 
that) without changing the meaning of the phrase:
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Ho cercato invano qualcuno che mi indicasse la strada 
giusta.

I looked in vain for someone so that they could show me the 
correct street.

Prenderò un pullman che mi porti in città entro l’ora di cena.

I will take the coach so that it brings me to the city by 
dinnertime.

d) The subjunctive is also used in the dependent clause if there is a relative superlative 
in the independent clause:

Questa è la pizza più orrenda che io abbia mai mangiato!

This is the most horrible pizza I have ever eaten!

e) The subjunctive is also used when the independent clauses contains an indefinite 
negative pronoun, such as niente, nessuno, etc.: 

Davvero, Gianna: non c’è più niente che i medici possano 
fare per salvargli la vita.

Really, Gianna: there is nothing more the doctors can do to 
save his life!

f) The subjunctive is also used when a comparative is expressed in a relative clause: 
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Clara sembra un angelo a cui abbiano tolto le ali.

Clara seems like an angel whose wings have been clipped.

g) If the relative clause expresses a hypothetical, the imperfect subjunctive is used:

È rimasta della pasta, per chi ne volesse ancora un altro po’.

There was some pasta left for whoever would still like 
another bit of it.
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Shades Of Grey 

Some verbs can take both the indicative and the subjunctive. The choice depends on 
the nuance that we want to communicate. This section will look at some verbs whose 
meanings alter depending on the verb mood chosen:

ammettere

In the indicative, it means to acknowledge or to admit:

Ammetto che mio fratello è un gran scansafatiche.

I admit that my brother is a slacker.

In the subjunctive, it means to suppose:

Ammesso che tu faccia il possibile, il tuo contributo rimarrà 
pur sempre irrilevante per il progetto.

Even supposing you are doing your best, your contribution 
will still be immaterial for the project.

badare

In the indicative, badare means to check and is often used together with se:

Paolo, bada se l’acqua in pentola sta bollendo.

Paolo, check if the water in the pot is boiling.
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In the subjunctive, it means to look after or to take care (of): 

Badate che la festa sia organizzata in ogni minimo dettaglio.

Take care the party is organized to the last detail.

calcolare

In the indicative, it means to deduce or to reckon: 

Dal numero degli invitati alla festa, ho calcolato che 
abbiamo bisogno di più bibite.

From the number of guests at the party, I reckon we need 
more drinks.

In the subjunctive, it means to suppose:

Calcolando che il pacco sia stato spedito una settimana fa, 
credi che arriverà entro la fine del mese?

Supposing that the package had been sent a week ago, do 
you think it will arrive by the end of the month?

capire/comprendere

In the indicative, both verbs mean to realize:
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Stefano non capisce/comprende che non può reagire sempre 
in modo così impulsivo.

Stefano does not realize he can’t always react so impulsively.

In the subjunctive, they mean to understand:

Capivo/comprendevo che tu non volessi più lavorare in 
quelle terribili condizioni.

I understood that you might not want to work in those 
terrible conditions.

considerare

In the indicative, it means to consider: 

Nel preparare la cena di stasera, considera che Paolo è 
vegetariano.

When preparing tonight’s dinner, consider that Paolo is a 
vegetarian. 

 
In the subjunctive, it means to suppose:
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A quel punto della mia vita, consideravo che essere egoisti 
fosse necessario per sopravvivere.

At that point of my life, I supposed being selfish would be 
necessary to survive.

decidere

In the indicative, it means to realize or to come to a conclusion: 

Dopo mesi di nullafacenza, Sara decise che era arrivato il 
momento di trovare un lavoro.

After months of doing nothing, Sara realized that the 
moment of finding a job had arrived.

In the subjunctive, it means to make a decision:

Ho deciso che tutto il team debba avere parte attiva nella 
definizione del progetto, nessuno escluso.

I decided that the entire team should take an active part in 
defining the project, excluding no one.
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pensare

In the indicative, it means to be convinced or to reflect:

Claudia pensa sul serio che Gianni è un imbecille.

Claudia is seriously convinced Gianni is an imbecile.

In the subjunctive, it means to presume: 

Ho sempre pensato che tu fossi una persona corretta, e 
invece mi sbagliavo di grosso.

I had always presumed you were a fair person, and instead I 
was quite wrong.

Also see the other examples using pensiare in chapter 1 (p. 7-8).
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When Not To Use The Subjunctive

In this section, we will look at some instances where we might think it necessary to use 
the subjunctive, but, as we shall see in this section, other moods will prove to be more 
correct. Let’s look at some of those rules now.

1. These verbs below require the indicative when they express a judgment, perception, 
or when contesting a fact:

accorgersi        to realize
affermare        to affirm
confermare        to confirm
constatare        to note, to notice
dichiarare        to declare
dimostrare        to demonstrate
dire         to say, to tell
giurare         to judge
insegnare        to teach
intuire         to see, to foresee
notare         to note
percepire        to perceive, to detect
promettere        to promise
ricordare        to remind
riflettere        to reflect
rispondere        to respond
sapere (see the note that follows)  to know
scoprire        to discover
scrivere        to write
sentire         to hear; to feel
sostenere        to support, to sustain
spiegare        to explain
udire         to hear
vedere         to see
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La mamma mi dice sempre che è pericoloso dare confidenza 
agli sconosciuti.

Mamma always tells me it is dangerous to trust strangers.

La storia ci insegna che gli uomini non sempre imparano dai 
propri errori.

History teaches us that man does not always learn from 
their mistakes.

Ti ricordo che devi studiare: smettila di giocare al computer!

I am reminding you that you have to study: stop playing on 
the computer.

The verb sapere has a special meaning that is different from its normal meaning of to 
know in the expression mi sa che...: it translates as I’ve got the feeling that or  
Something tells me that. This expression is only used in the present indicative. Also, 
forms such as ti sa or mi sapeva che are not used. The subordinata completiva 
is always in the indicative when this expression is employed:

Mi sa che le relazioni fra i paesi occidentali e la Russia 
diventano ogni giorno sempre più problematiche.

I’ve got the feeling that each day relations between Western 
countries and Russia is becoming always more problematic.
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Mi sa che era meglio non mangiare cibi fritti.

Something tells me that it would be better not to eat fried 
foods.

Pay close attention: a verb that might normally take the indicative can still call for 
the subjunctive in the following cases: 

a. When we want to communicate a volition, such as an exhortation, invite, act 
of will:

Ti prego, Carola, di’ a mio fratello che venga a trovarmi!

I beg you, Carola, tell my brother that he should visit me!

 
Even if the verb dire does normally calls for the indicative, the completive (la 

subordinata completiva) introduced by the conjunction che is not a simple 
statement but rather an exhortation (in other words, an urging for someone to do 
something) and an invite.

b. When the meaning we want to communicate needs to convey a possibility, 
often when our subject is undetermined:

Alcuni – ma non si sa chi – affermano che Paolo abbia 
molestato la sua collega.

Some - but who knows who - maintain that Paolo might have 
harrassed his coworker.

The use of the subjunctive in this case serves to accentuate the restrictive nature of the 
opinion. In other words, we are not exactly sure who is saying this about Paolo or how 
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many people it might be, which, in turns, raises some doubt as to the validity of the 
accusation.

c. When there is a phrase in the negative; note that the negation neutralizes the 
certainty that is expressed when the phrases are written in the affirmative. The 
negation causes a sense of doubt or uncertainty:

A dire il vero, non ricordo che ci fossimo litigati durante la 
nostra luna di miele.

To tell the truth, I don’t remember us arguing during our 
honeymoon.

Non vedo che ci sia da ridere ad un funerale!

I don’t see that there is anything to laugh about at a funeral.

d. When the completive (la subordinata completiva) comes before the 
independent clause (see p. 59).

2. These nouns below requires the indicative when they express a judgment, 
perception, or when contesting a fact:

certezza     certainty
conferma     confirmation
constatazione    observation
dimostrazione    demonstration
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Oggi abbiamo ricevuto la conferma che il nostro progetto è 
stato approvato.

Today we received the confirmation that our project has 
been approved.

Sabina aveva la certezza che fu un uomo, e non una donna, ad 
averla derubata.

Sabina was certain that it was a man, not a woman, who 
had robbed her.

Quel che hai combinato oggi è la dimostrazione lampante che 
non c’è limite alla tua superficialità!

What you did today glaringly demonstrates that there is no 
limit to your superficiality!

3. These adjectives below convey a sense of clarity, certainty or a lack of doubt: 

certo        certain
chiaro (only in: è chiaro che)   clear
consapevole      aware
convinto       convinced
evidente (only in: è evidente che)  evident, obvious
indubbio (only in: è indubbio che) decided, undoubted
ovvio (only in: è ovvio che)   obvious
sicuro        sure, certain
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È certo che Sara ha agito in buona fede, non ho dubbi!

It is certain that Sara reacted in good faith, I have no doubts.

Sono assolutamente consapevoli che Danilo è ancora 
minorenne.

They are totally aware that Danilo is still a minor.

Sono un tuo professore: è ovvio che non posso aiutarti agli 
esami!

I am your professor: it is obvious I can’t help you at the 
exams.

Attenzione!! As we already pointed out in our discussion of the verbs, if the nouns 
and adjectives profiled in this section are used in negative constructions, they no 
longer convey a sense of certainty. In Italian, the negation gives these phrases a sense 
of doubt and uncertainty. Therefore, negative phrases that incorporate these nouns 
and adjectives would also require the subjunctive. Let us look at two examples: 

Ho la certezza matematica che a Roma, adesso, sta 
piovendo!

I am absolutely sure it is raining in Rome right now!
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Sono convinto che gli sto simpatico.

I am convinced that I am nice to him.

If we negate the independent clauses in our example above, the phrases would 
then need to be rewritten in this manner: 

Non ho la certezza matematica che a Roma, adesso, stia 
piovendo!

I am not absolutely sure that it would be raining in Rome 
right now!

Non sono convinto che gli stia simpatico.

I am not convinced I am (that) nice to him.
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Other Rules And Tidbits

This section will cover some more instances and exceptions to the rule. In some 
specific cases, as we shall see, explicit dependent clauses require the indicative. Since 
this argument can be complex, we will limit ourselves to some of the more common 
cases: 

1. Time clauses specify when something takes place and explains when an action in 
the independent clause takes place. Remember that the expression prima che takes 
the subjunctive and expresses antecedence (in other words, an action that comes 
before another):

Voglio salutarti prima che tu parta.

I want to say goodbye to you before you leave.

In order to express actions that are contemporaneous, the verb is normally in the 
indicative and is introduced by quando (when), mentre (while), allorché (when), 
come (as soon as, as) or nel momento in cui (when): 

Mentre dormivi, ti ho preparato la colazione.

While you were sleeping, I made you breakfast.

If we want to express the future, the indicative is used and is introduced by quando, 
come, (non) appena, dopo che, or una volta che: 

Guarderai la televisione solo dopo che avrai finito i compiti.

You will watch TV only after you have finished your 
homework.
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2. In Italian, la proposizione causale or a causal phrase expresses the reason or 
cause for what happens in the independent clause. It is introduced by the 
conjunctions perché, poiché, giacché, siccome, ché, che and by conjunctive 
phrases such as dal momento che, visto che, dato che, considerato che, in 
quanto, and so forth. They are always explicit and take the indicative:

Dato che sei del tutto inaffidabile, dirò a tuo fratello di 
chiamare il tecnico per la caldaia.

Since you are completely unreliable, I will tell your brother 
to call the technician about the boiler.

Mi vesto pesante, ché fuori fa freddo!

I dress heavily because it is cold out!

Remember that the subjunctive is used with perché only when it means so that and is 
synonymous with affinché. We addressed this earlier in the chapter (see p.36). 
Perché is also used in the conditional when we want to express the possibility of an 
idea or we want to dull the assertion or claim being made: 

Non ho chiesto a Claudia di uscire con noi, perché mi 
avrebbe dato fastidio per tutta la serata.

I didn’t ask Claudio to go out with because because she 
would have bothered me all evening.

3. A consecutive clause is a dependent clause that expresses a consequence or the 
effect of what is expressed in the independent clause. This kind of phrase is always 
introduced by the conjunction che. However, you should take note that there are 
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certain words and expressions that will clue you in to the fact that you are dealing with 
a consecutive clause.

There are adverbs (così, tanto, poco, etc.), adjectives (tale, tanto, simile, etc.), and 
adverbial phrases (a tal punto, in tal modo, etc.) that make the consecutive phrase 
recognizable. These phrases typically call for the indicative:

A volte mi riduco così stanco, a fine giornata, che il mio unico 
desiderio è quello di andare a dormire.

By the end of the day, I sometimes get so tired that my only 
desire is to go to sleep.

The subjunctive is used only when the consequence expressed is also an aim or a goal: 

Gli parlerò in maniera tale che non possa fraintendermi.

I will talk to him so that he cannot possibly misunderstand 
me.

The example above calls for the subjunctive because the goal of the speaker is to 
ensure that the person listener understands everything that is being told to him.

The conditional is used when the consequence could be possible, provided that the 
condition could only be realized if certain conditions were present:

Questo posto è talmente bello che rimanderei la partenza a 
chissà quando.

This place is so beautiful that I would like to postpone our 
departure to who knows when.
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As the example shows, if the right conditions were in place (say , for example, you got 
an extra week’s vacation, there was a strike at the airport, etc.), the vacation would 
continue, but, like all vacation, that moment always comes when we must return 
home! 

4. Conditional phrases (known as the protasis or la protasi: this is the part that 
comes after the if) express a condition or a hypothesis that is stated in the 
independent clause. The combination of the protasi and the apodosi (the 
consequence of the condition expressed in the if clause) forms the periodo ipotetico 
or hypotheticals. 
 
There are three different types of hypotheticals. The hypothetical that expresses a real 
condition or consequence is considered real and is the only one of the three 
hypotheticals that takes the indicative because these types of hypotheticals are certain 
and sure: 

Se ti distrai sempre, non capirai nulla della lezione.

If you are always distracted, you will never understand any 
of the lesson.

5. Concessive phrases express a circumstance despite what is communicated in the 
independent clause. The concessive phrase would normally be in the subjunctive, as 
we have seen. It is only when the concessive is introduced by anche se or con tutto 
che can the indicative be used: 

Anche se non lo vuoi ammettere, stare con me ti piace.

Even if you do not want to admit it, you like being with me.

6. Adversative phrases indicate a fact or a condition in sharp contrast to what is 
expressed in the independent clause. These phrases are often introduced by mentre 
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or quando (often reinforced by invece) and by laddove. Adversatives take the 
indicative (and never the subjunctive):

Tu ti lamenti, quando (invece) ci sono persone che se la 
passano peggio di te!

You are complaining, when there are people that have it 
worse than you!

When the adversative is hypothetical in nature, the conditional is used: 

Stella si mostra al pubblico indisturbata, mentre (invece) 
dovrebbe vergognarsi di quel che ha fatto.

Stella appears in public undisturbed, while she should be 
ashamed of what she did.

7. Comparative clauses express a comparison to what is expressed in the independent 
clause. The indicative is required when the comparison are one of equality. The 
conditional (il condizionale) can also be used when we want to express a 
hypothetical possibility. These comparatives are introduced by what Italian grammars 
call correlatori, such as: così...come, tanto...quanto, or tanto...come:

Il libro che ho letto l’ho trovato tanto interessante quanto me 
l’immaginavo.

I found the book I read as interesting as I imagined.
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Claudio si è comportato onestamente così come avrei fatto 
io con te.

Claudio honestly behaved like I would have towards you.

When we omit the correlatore, we get what many grammar books define as 
proposizioni modali. This type of phrase in Italian explains how an action is 
carried out in the independent clause. These kinds of phrases are a type of 
comparative phrase that express a relationship of resemblance or equivalence. They 
are introduced with come, secondo che, nel modo in cui, and with the verb 
always in the indicative:

Nella mia vita ho sempre agito nel modo in cui ho sempre 
ritenuto opportuno.

In my life I have always acted  in a way I always considered 
appropriate.  

8. A proposizione limitativa does not necessarily have an equivalent in English, 
but the closest would a restrictive clause. This dependent clause expresses a concept 
or fact that limits or restricts what is said in the independent clause. These phrases are 
almost always in the indicative and are introduced by per quanto, per quello che, 
secondo quanto, secondo che, in base a quello che, and so on:
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Secondo quanto hanno riportato i notiziari, l’attacco 
terroristico alla redazione del celebre giornale satirico 
francese “Charlie Hebdo” è stato rivendicato da integralisti 
islamici.

From what the news reported, the terrorist attack at the 
office of the famed satirical French newspaper “Charlie 
Hebdo” was claimed by fundamentalists.

9. A proposizione eccettuativa or an exceptive clause conveys a circumstance that 
is separate from what is communicated in the independent clause. Verbs in these 
clauses are typically introduced with se non che (but) and take the indicative:

Mario è una brava persona, se non che è molto irascibile e 
permaloso.

Mario is a great person, but he is very quick-tempered and 
touchy.

10. Some verbs and some constructions (with certain nouns and adjectives, etc.) that 
normally require the subjunctive can be formed with the future indicative 
(l’indicativo futuro) or with the past conditional (il condizionale passato) when 
the subordinate clause indicates a future action with respect to the action of the 
independent clause. An independent clause in the present tense would require a 
completive in the future indicative:

Temo che Giulia non ti perdonerà.

I fear Giulia will not forgive you.
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The past conditional would follow an independent clause in the past: 

Temevo che Giulia non ti avrebbe perdonato.

I fearef Giulia would not have forgiven you.
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Implicit Constructions

Completives can also be formed using implicit constructions (la forma implicita). 
This is when the verb is in an indefinite mood, such as the infinito (infinitive), 
participio passato (past participle), or il gerundio (gerund). This form is created 
with the preposition di + infinito (infinitive):

Credevo di piacerti!

I thought I liked you.

Take note that this construction is possible only if the subject of the completive 
(dependent clause) is the same as the independent clause (la reggente). 

(Io) spero che io finisca in tempo.  [explicit form]

I hope I finish in time.

or 

Spero di finire in tempo.    [implicit form]

I hope I finish in time.
I hope to finish in time.

In these cases where the subjects of both clauses are the same, the implicit form is 
preferred because it is more fluid. 

If the subject of the independent and dependent clause is different, then the implicit 
construction is possible only if the verb or noun in the phrase that precedes the 
completive is a verb or noun that expresses a command, a request, a prohibition, or 
permission: 
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Il capo ci ha pregato più volte di cambiare il titolo 
dell’articolo.

The boss asked us many times to change the title of the 
article.

or

The boss asked us many times that we change the title of the 
title.

A causa delle abbondanti nevicate di ieri, le macchine hanno 
l’obbligo di mettere le catene.

Because of yesterday’s abundant snowfall, cars need to have 
chains put on.

Note that the infinitive is not preceded by any preposition if in the phrase that 
precedes the completive there are: 

a) the verbs fare and lasciare: 

Fammi fare qualcosa, ti prego! Mi sto annoiando!

Let me do something, I beg you! I am getting bored!
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È così logorroico che non mi ha lasciato dire nulla per tutta 
la serata.

He is so long-winded he never lets me say anything for the 
entire evening.

b) verbs of perception, such as ascoltare, guardare, osservare, sentire, udire, 
vedere: 

Ho sentito dire che cambierai lavoro: è vero?

I heard you say you will change jobs: is it true?

Clelia mi ha visto crescere: per me è una seconda mamma.

Clelia watched me grow up: she is like a second mother to 
me.

c) verbs in the third person that express necessity or convenience, such as bastare, 
bisognare, convenire, importare, servire, valere la pena and so on:,

La casa è piena di polvere: bisogna pulirla 
immediatamente!

The house is full of dust: it needs to be cleaned immediately!
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Vale la pena iscriversi al corso: non costa molto ed è fatto 
davvero bene.

It’s worth enrolling in the corse: it doesn’t cost a lot and is 
really well done.

d) impersonal expressions formed with the third person of the verb essere along with 
an adjective, such as è normale, è logico, è doveroso, è necessario, and so forth: 

È normale sentirsi stanchi dopo aver camminato per ore 
ed ore!

It is normal to feel tired after walking for hours and hours!

Credo sia necessario introdurre delle nuove regole in 
questa casa.

I believe it is necessary to introduce new rules in this house.
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This short chapter addresses the agreement of tenses in Italian and consists of two 
charts. After each chart, there are explanatory notes indicated by bracketed numbers 
in the chart [1], [2], etc. Study these charts well because it is important that you 
choose the correct tense depending on what you wish to communicate.

AGREEMENT OF TENSES

CHAPTER 5
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Independent Clause 
in the INDICATIVO:

Action Dependent Clause  
in the INDICATIVO:

Presente:
Nicola dice… [1]

Nicola says

-or- 

Futuro:  
Nicola dirà…  

Nicola will say...

present
1) …che Sara lascia la città. 

...that Sara is leaving the city.

Presente:
Nicola dice… [1]

Nicola says

-or- 

Futuro:  
Nicola dirà…  

Nicola will say...

past

1) ...che Sara ha lasciato la città da poco. 
...that Sara left the city a short time 

ago. 

2) …che Sara, ogni volta, lasciava la città 
con malinconia. 

...that Sara, every time, was leaving 
the city sadly.  

3) …che Sara lasciò la città, anni or sono, 
per fare carriera. 

...that Sara left the city 

4) …che Sara aveva lasciato la città la 
settimana prima dell’incidente.

Presente:
Nicola dice… [1]

Nicola says

-or- 

Futuro:  
Nicola dirà…  

Nicola will say...

future
1) ...che Sara lascerà la città domani. [2] 

...that Sara will leave the city 
tomorrow.

Passato prossimo:  
Nicola ha detto…

Nicola said...  
 

Imperfetto:
Nicola diceva…

Nicola was saying...  

Passato Remoto:
Nicola disse... 

Nicola said...  

Trapassato Prossimo:
Nicola aveva detto…

Nicola had said..

present 1) …che Sara lasciava la città. 
...that Sara was leaving the city.Passato prossimo:  

Nicola ha detto…
Nicola said...  

 
Imperfetto:

Nicola diceva…
Nicola was saying...  

Passato Remoto:
Nicola disse... 

Nicola said...  

Trapassato Prossimo:
Nicola aveva detto…

Nicola had said..

past 1) …che Sara ha lasciato la città all’alba. 
...that Sara left the city at dawn. 

2) …che Sara aveva lasciato la città  
dopo aver terminato gli studi. 

...that Sara had left the city after 
having finished her studies.

Passato prossimo:  
Nicola ha detto…

Nicola said...  
 

Imperfetto:
Nicola diceva…

Nicola was saying...  

Passato Remoto:
Nicola disse... 

Nicola said...  

Trapassato Prossimo:
Nicola aveva detto…

Nicola had said..

future 1) …che Sara lascerà la città domani. 
[2] 

...that Sara will leave the city domani. 

2) …che Sara avrebbe lasciato la città 
il prima possibile. [3] 

...that Sara would have left the city as 
soon as possible.



NOTES:
[1] The verb dire, as we saw in the previous chapter, takes the indicative. 

[2] It is very common in spoken Italian to use the present indicative instead of 
the future, especially when the future is implied from the context or indicated by the 
presence of adverbs or expressions of time (such as domani / tomorrow):

Nicola dice che Sara lascia la città domani.
Nicola says that Sara is leaving the city tomorrow.

The adverb domani adds a layer of detail as to when the action will take place. 
Without the adverb domani, the future (il futuro) would be needed to express a 
future action. 

[3] The past conditional (il condizionale passato) is used when you want to 
indicate the “future of the past” or an action that took place in the future with respect 
to a past action that took place in the independent clause. Look at the following 
phrase: 

Sono sicuro che questo libro ti piacerà!
I am sure you will like this book.

How many times have we said this phrase to someone that we have given a book 
to as a gift? Now let’s imagine that after some time, our friend has read the book and 
enjoyed it. The phrase that follows, now in the past (because the book has since been 
read), would need to be written as: 

Ero sicuro che questo libro ti sarebbe piaciuto!
I was sure you would have liked this book!
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Independent Clause in 
the INDICATIVO

Action Dependent clause in the 
CONGIUNTIVO

Presente:
Nicola teme… [1]

Nicola fears...

Futuro:  
Nicola temerà…
Nicola will fear...

present
1) …che Sara lasci la città. 
 
...that Sara is leaving the city.

Presente:
Nicola teme… [1]

Nicola fears...

Futuro:  
Nicola temerà…
Nicola will fear...

past

1) ...che Sara abbia lasciato la città per 
colpa sua. 
 
...that Sara left the city due to her 
own actions.

Presente:
Nicola teme… [1]

Nicola fears...

Futuro:  
Nicola temerà…
Nicola will fear...

future

1) ...che Sara lascerà la città domani. 
[2, 3] 
 
...that Sara will leave the city 
tomorrow.

Passato prossimo  
Nicola ha temuto…

 
Imperfetto:

Nicola temeva…

Passato remoto:
Nicola temette (temé)

…
 

Trapassato prossimo:
Nicola aveva temuto…

present
1) …che Sara lasciasse la città. 

...that Sara was leaving the city.

Passato prossimo  
Nicola ha temuto…

 
Imperfetto:

Nicola temeva…

Passato remoto:
Nicola temette (temé)

…
 

Trapassato prossimo:
Nicola aveva temuto…

past

1) …che Sara avesse lasciato la città 
per colpa sua. 
 
...that Sara had left the city due to 
her own actions.

Passato prossimo  
Nicola ha temuto…

 
Imperfetto:

Nicola temeva…

Passato remoto:
Nicola temette (temé)

…
 

Trapassato prossimo:
Nicola aveva temuto… future

1) …che Sara avrebbe lasciato la città 
senza salutarlo. [3] 
 
...that Sara would have left the city 
without saying goodbye to him.



Notes:
[1]: The verb temere, as we saw in the previous chapter, requires the 

subjunctive in the dependent clause. 

[2] When the idea of the future can be gleaned from a conversation, the use of 
the present subjunctive is often used instead of the future. Instead of the future, we 
could also write/say:

Nicola teme che Sara lasci la città domani.
Nicola is afraid Sara will leave the city tomorrow.

The adverb domani indicates the future: without the adverb, it would have been 
necessary to use the future to express a future action.

[3] Generally, any verb or construct that requires the subjunctive can also be 
substituted for the future (if we are talking about the “future of the past,” then the 
condizionale passato must be used) when the dependent clause refers to an action 
that is taking place in the future with respect to the action in the independent clause. 
Remember the book we gave as a gift? Perhaps this time we are not sure we chose the 
best book for our friend. You might tell a mutual friend about your gift: 

Temo che questo libro non gli piacerà…!
I am afraid he will not like this book.

After the friend has had a chance to read the book, he assures us that he did in 
fact enjoy and appreciate it. Relieved, you would say:

Temevo che questo libro non ti sarebbe piaciuto!
I feared you would not have liked this book!
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After having read the last four chapters of this book, we hope you have come to 
appreciate and better understand the complexities of the Italian subjunctive (il 
congiuntivo italiano). As you can see from our discussion, the subjunctive is alive 
and well. Please do your best to respect the subjunctive by using it not only in your 
writing but also in your day to day conversations. While it may seem difficult at first to 
remember to use the subjunctive, try to learn the rules of the subjunctive so that you 
will recognize when the subjunctive should be used. The purpose of our guide is to 
help you to not only learn the rules but also to understand the why behind it. Over 
time, you will see that practice does indeed make perfect and using it will become 
more natural.

In the coming months, we plan to release a set of exercises either online or in print 
format that you can use to practice the rules and guidelines expressed here. As always, 
we value your feedback, opinions and questions. Please do not hesitate to contact us:

• on our Facebook Page - just search for Parola del Giorno in the search box on 
Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/paroladelgiorno)

• our Twitter account (@paroladelgiorno)
• via email at info@paroladelgiorno.com.

CONCLUSION

CHAPTER 6
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